Meserve responds to questions posed by Markey

An 11-page response from the chairman of the Nuclear Regulatory Commission to a member of the U.S. House of Representatives spells out the actions the NRC has taken for safeguarding the nation’s nuclear power plants since the terrorist attacks on the World Trade Center and the Pentagon on September 11.

Congressman Edward Markey (D., Mass.), a frequent critic of the nuclear industry and the NRC, on September 20 sent a letter to NRC Chairman Richard Meserve (briefly mentioned in Late News, NN, Nov. 2001, p. 18) posing numerous questions about nuclear plant security. Meserve replied by letter to Markey on October 16, attaching an 11-page response to the congressman’s questions. Meserve reiterated that nuclear containment structures are among the most secure civilian facilities in the United States and that the terrorist attacks have focused the NRC’s attention on the need to review policies and practices related to safeguards and physical security measures. During the NRC’s ongoing review, Meserve noted in his letter, the agency was interacting with the Federal Bureau of Investigation, other intelligence and law enforcement agencies, and the Defense Department to ensure that “any changes to the NRC’s programs are informed by pertinent information from other relevant U.S. agencies.”

Design basis threats

Markey questioned why the NRC, following the September 11 attacks, had only recommended—instead of ordered—that all nuclear facilities increase security. Meserve responded that all NRC licensees have a continuing regulatory obligation to defend against a design basis threat (DBT). The recommendation, or threat advisory, as Meserve referred to it, served a different purpose than an order. Issuing an order would have consumed time and resources, Meserve stated, and would have been no more effective than an advisory in achieving the desired result. The chairman added that NRC staff had reviewed the actions taken by licensees as a result of the September 11 threat advisory and concluded that no additional actions were necessary (at that time). These security actions generally included increased patrols, augmented security forces and capabilities, additional security posts, heightened coordination with law enforcement and military authorities, and limited access of personnel and vehicles to the sites, among other measures.

The NRC followed up the threat advisory by issuing on October 6 a safeguards advisory that spelled out certain prompt and longer-term additional actions to strengthen licensee capability to respond to terrorist attacks at or beyond the DBT.

Meserve stated that the baseline security level at U.S. commercial nuclear reactors is very high when compared with most other nations. He added that many foreign regulators often comment on the impressive security measures and large guard forces evident when they visit U.S. nuclear power plants. In addition, Meserve commented that he was aware of no other regulator that systematically carried out security inspections involving force-on-force exercises, as occurs at U.S. nuclear plants. But, in answering a query from Markey, Meserve noted that he did not have specifics about security measures undertaken at nuclear facilities in Canada and Russia.

Suicide attackers

Regarding an attack on a nuclear facility by adversaries willing to commit suicide, Meserve pointed out that an underlying assumption of a DBT is that an attacker would be willing to die during the event. Thus, this scenario was not considered to be a new adversarial characteristic. Still, Meserve indicated that the NRC would consider information developed as a result of studying the September 11 event in determining potential adjustments to the DBT.

Regarding security exercises at nuclear power plants, before September 11 the NRC was prepared to test a one-year pilot program called Safeguards Performance Assessment (SPA), designed and to be managed by the nuclear industry. During the one-year pilot, which was scheduled to be conducted at eight nuclear power plants, the NRC would have continued with its ongoing Operational Safeguards Response Evaluation (OSRE) program by conducting security inspections at an additional six nuclear plants (NN, November 2001, p. 23). Now, though, as a result of the September 11 attacks, Meserve stated that the NRC’s entire inspection program would be re-examined by the agency.

Aircraft attacks

In response to a Markey query, Meserve noted that the NRC had not routinely required all nuclear plants to be designed to withstand a particular aircraft crash, but such considerations had entered into siting evaluations. Those evaluations considered the probability of accidental air crashes as a screening criterion to determine whether further evaluation was required. Specifically, Meserve continued, 10 CFR 100.10 requires, in part, that “reactors will reflect through their design, construction, and operation an extremely low probability for accidental aircraft hazards must be performed. If the plant does not meet the probability criteria, the plant’s structures, systems, and components must be designed to withstand the effects of the postulated aircraft impacts and fires without loss of safe shutdown capability, and without a release of radioactivity that would exceed the exposure guidelines defined by 10 CFR Part 100.

Meserve stated that the NRC has no criterion that would require nuclear power plant containment vessels to be designed to survive the crash of a falling Boeing 747, because the agency did not specifically consider attacks by aircraft such as Boeing 757s or 767s, and because nuclear power plants were not specifically designed to withstand such crashes. Meserve noted that the NRC was currently involved in detailed engineering analyses of a large airliner crash, and thus the agency could not yet provide Markey with an assessment of the likely consequences of such an attack. Variables considered in the analyses would include aircraft size and speed, as well as the amount of fuel.

Saying that, Meserve pointed out that nuclear power plants do have an inherent capability to protect public health and safety through such features as robust containment buildings, redundant safety systems, and highly trained operators. These plants, he noted, are among the most hardened structures in the country and are designed to withstand extreme events, such as hurricanes, tornadoes, and earthquakes. In addition, all NRC licensees with significant radiological material have emergency response plans to mitigate impacts on the public in the event of a release.

Storage cask fire

Meserve acknowledged that the capacity of spent fuel dry storage casks to withstand a fire for extended time, such as 24 hours, had not been analyzed, given the low probability that fire-related aircraft hazards would be unable to respond within 24 hours. Previous studies, though, have analyzed worst-case impact conditions for aircraft accidents, and these studies found that most of the aircraft fuel would be dispersed and burned off in a matter of minutes.

Meserve noted that a storage cask, if struck by a large commercial aircraft, would not be expected to be appreciably affected by a fire because the concrete and/or steel protective cov-
erings are not readily flammable and would not be burned away. Because of this, Meserve stated, NRC staff believed that a fire would not result in failure of the inner canister. But even if a spent fuel storage cask were to sustain an impact and penetration by an aircraft, he continued, the resultant effects could never be equivalent to a Chernobyl-type accident because the amount of nuclear fuel material contained in the cask is orders of magnitude less than in an operating reactor, and the mechanisms for dispersal of the material are fewer than were present during the Chernobyl accident. In the event of a crash of a large commercial aircraft and if the cask were breached, however, the NRC could not exclude the possibility of localized effects, Meserve commented.

As a result of the NRC’s review of the terrorist events of September 11, if the agency determines that additional or revised safety or physical protection actions or requirements need to be taken at independent spent fuel storage installations, appropriate actions would be taken to implement those measures, Meserve assured.

Fire protection

Meserve requested information on the ability of passive fire barriers in nuclear power plants to resist airline crashes, and Meserve responded that the objective of the NRC’s current fire protection requirements is to ensure that a single internal fire event does not adversely affect the ability of a plant to achieve and maintain safe shutdown. He noted that fire barriers are only one of the many elements of the defense-in-depth principle that is applied to nuclear power plant fire protection, and so licensees do not solely rely on installed fire barriers to achieve and maintain safe shutdown.

According to Meserve, the specifications for the qualifications of fire barriers installed in nuclear power plants to meet the NRC’s objective are founded on the testing protocol described by the American Society of Testing Materials, Standard Test Methods for Fire Tests of Building Construction and Materials (ASTM E-119).

This standard is used to measure and describe the properties of fire barrier materials under controlled laboratory conditions, and is widely used as the basis for rating the fire barriers that are used in many types of industrial facilities, in addition to nuclear power plants.

Meserve noted that increasing the length of time required for passive barriers installed at a nuclear power plant to resist a laboratory fire would not ensure that these barriers would be able to protect important safety systems, because the scenario in which a commercial airliner hits and penetrates a structure would likely also result in damage to the fire barriers from debris from the aircraft or the structure. He concluded that changes to the length of time that passive barriers need to resist a fire would not, by themselves, be an effective means of addressing the aircraft crash threat.

Potassium iodide

Through questioning, Markey implored that the NRC make potassium iodide (KI) available to the public in a quick manner in the event of a successful terrorist attack on a nuclear power plant. Meserve responded that the NRC, in January 2001, revised a portion of its emergency response regulations to require that consideration be given to including KI as a protective measure for the general public to supplement sheltering and evacuation in the event of a severe nuclear power plant accident. In doing so, the agency found that KI is a reasonable, prudent, and inexpensive supplement to evacuation and sheltering for specific local conditions.

While the NRC left it to the individual states to make a final decision on the use of KI as a supplement to sheltering, it did decide to fund the initial purchases of KI for any state making a decision to stockpile it. The NRC set aside $400,000 in fiscal year 2001 and has requested similar funding in FY 2002 to purchase KI.

Meserve noted that together with the Federal Emergency Management Agency (FEMA), the NRC is looking to develop and implement a program to distribute KI to states that decide to include it in their range of public protective actions.

The NRC also formally requested that a federal subcommittee on KI be formed with representatives from the Food and Drug Administration and the Environmental Protection Agency, as well as the NRC and FEMA. The purpose of the subcommittee is to expedite review and revision of federal KI policy, encourage the finalization of FDA guidance, and coordinate KI implementation issues. That subcommittee had its initial meeting on September 25, 2001.

Foreign ownership

Regarding a question on nuclear power operating licenses controlled by foreign entities, Meserve responded that the NRC has valid reasons for removing the statutory ban on foreign ownership. Meserve said the statutory ban in Sections 103d and 104d of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954 is unqualified, applying to all foreign entities, making no distinction between friend (such as the United Kingdom) and foe (such as Iraq). Moreover, he continued, the ban fails to accomplish its primary goal of preventing transfer of nuclear power technology, because, unlike in 1946 when the statutory ban went into effect, this technology is well known abroad. In the absence of the ban, there still would be ample protection against an inappropriate licensee because the NRC would be prohibited from issuing any operating license to a foreign entity if the license would be inequitable to the common defense and security or the health and safety of the public, Meserve argued. Before making such a determination, the NRC would be able to obtain the views of the Executive Branch.

Insider threats

Markey showed concern that a worker in a nuclear power plant could be a member of a terrorist organization. Meserve replied that since September 11, the FBI has provided the NRC with frequently updated lists of individuals who may have ties or information related to terrorist activities. At the request of the FBI, the NRC provided these lists to officials at nuclear power plants, nonpower reactor facilities, decommissioning plants, and selected fuel facilities to be checked against utility employment and visitor records. Meserve noted that the Nuclear Energy Institute also has been provided the lists to be checked against a database of temporary nuclear utility workers. Results of any employee matches are being provided by NRC to the FBI for resolution.

In accordance with 10 CFR 73.56, background investigation of a potential worker includes employment history, education history,
criminal history, military service, and credit history, as well as a psychological evaluation, interview of developed references, and fitness-for-duty testing. With and without authorization for unescorted access, all individuals working inside a nuclear plant’s protected area are subject to continued behavioral observation, as required by 10 CFR 73.56, to identify aberrant behavior or other indications that the individual is, or has become, untrustworthy. Meserve stated. Workers at nuclear power plants, however, do not have to be permanent residents or citizens of the United States.

**Nuclear materials**

Regarding Markey’s concern about exporting nuclear materials, Meserve stated that provisions of the Atomic Energy Act of 1954, as amended by the Nuclear Non-Proliferation Act of 1978, the Energy Policy Act of 1992, and other acts, place strict controls on U.S. exports of nuclear materials and other materials and equipment of significance for nuclear explosive purposes. Meserve added that to date, the NRC’s licensing specialists have not identified any of these provisions that should be changed in light of increased concerns about terrorist attacks.

From a broader perspective, he added, the NRC’s export regulations are only one of several facets of U.S. and multilateral export controls. The agency anticipates and is prepared to participate in interagency reviews involving Executive Branch agencies (such as the Departments of State, Energy, Commerce, Defense, and Transportation) to address those controls that bear on terrorist intentions and acts. Meserve indicated that the NRC also would support federal government efforts in the Nuclear Suppliers Group and the International Atomic Energy Agency.

**Attack prevention**

Markey highlighted the fact that nuclear power plants, under 10 CFR 50.13, do not need to be protected “against the effects of . . . attacks and destructive acts, including sabotage, directed against the facility by an enemy of the United States, whether a foreign government or other person . . .” because this protection would be provided by national defense. In light of the September 11 attacks, Markey asked if the NRC and the nuclear industry should shoulder the burden of appropriate measures to protect the public from the consequences of acts of terrorism on nuclear plants.

Meserve added that the NRC could not currently determine what changes may be appropriate regarding the responsibilities of the industry to protect against acts of terrorism and the responsibilities of U.S. security agencies. Meserve added that the NRC had started a full review of its security standards, and that this review may bring to light some need to change the division of responsibilities between the government and the private sector. Moreover, Meserve commented, the NRC’s interactions with the newly established Office of Homeland Security and other agencies should help to further clarify where the lines between the industry’s responsibilities and the national government’s should be drawn.

Currently, consistent with 10 CFR 50.13, licensees are not required to protect against offensive military actions by foreign governments (such as aircraft attacks). Such actions, Meserve stated, have ramifications for U.S. security (not only the security of an individual facility) and, as a practical matter, may be beyond the defensive capability of private organizations. Protection against these types of attacks may be more appropriately the responsibility of the national defense establishment.

On the other hand, 10 CFR 73.1(a)(1) requires that nuclear power plants must be protected by well-trained and well-equipped guards against violent actions, and Meserve assured that these guards and other protections are in place.